Edge should be parallel with front of furnace top cap.

**IMPORTANT** - The conduit hole must be positioned carefully to avoid contact between the blocked vent switch wiring and the combustion air inducer or hot surfaces inside the furnace.

**VENT ADAPTER KIT CONDUIT PLACEMENT TEMPLATE**

**VENT ADAPTER KIT CONDUIT**

Conduit location for all G50UH, G60UH and G60UHV units other than those listed to the right.

**Placing the template**

1. Place template against front of flue adapter.
2. Front of template should be parallel with flue adapter.
3. Drill 7/8" diameter hole in appropriate location.
4. Use scissors to remove area inside dashed semicircle.
5. Place edge of semicircle against front of flue adapter.

**Conduit location for all G50UH, G60UH and G60UHV units with C-size cabinet:**

- 36C-110
- 48C-110
- 48C-135
- 60C-090
- 60C-110

Edge should be parallel with front of furnace top cap.